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Abstract: A simple scheme to generate an integrated, nanoscale optical frequency comb (OFC) is
numerically studied. In this study, all optical intensity modulators based on photonic crystal (PhC)
cavities are cascaded both in series and parallel. By adjusting the modulation parameters, such as
the repetition rate, phase, and coupling efficiency of the modulating wave, it is possible to produce
combs with a variety of different characteristics. Unique to PhC intensity modulators, in comparison
with standard lithium niobate modulators, is the ability to control the amplitude of the light via
a cavity rather than controlling the phase through one arm of a Mach–Zehnder interferometer.
This opens up modulation-based OFC generation to new possibilities in both nanoscale operation
and cavity-based schemes.
Keywords: photonic crystals; microwave photonics; optical frequency combs
1. Introduction
In recent years, optical frequency combs (OFC) have become an increasing popular research
area [1–3]. The rapid adoption of frequency combs into many different research topics has meant the
need for diverse functionality and integration [4]. There are many schemes for generating an OFC,
which include mode locked lasers [5], electro-optic (EO) modulators [6], and micro toroidal cavities [7].
Mode locked lasers have the ability to generate combs with a fixed phase relationship and stable
operation. However, the frequency space between comb lines is governed by the device length due to
fundamental operation principles and hence limit their abilities and flexibility to be integrated onto
photonic circuits. Another well-established area of OFC generation is in micro-toroidal cavities [8].
This technique relies on nondegenerate four wave mixing within the cavity to generate a broad band
of intensity spikes in the frequency domain. Using this technique, on chip integration of an OFC
generator has been achieved [9]. This provided a major step forward within the research community.
Currently, OFC generation by this method is receiving a lot of attention, a comprehensive review is
given in ref. [1]. While the work outlined in ref. [1] shows OFCs with large spectral range and on-chip
integration, the work presented here is in parallel and looks towards new technologies for generating
OFCs. By generating an OFC from photonic crystal (PhC) cavities and waveguides, the work looks
towards improving spectral homogeneity, reducing the device volume and exploring the potential for
nanoscale photonic integration of OFCs.
A common method of OFC generation is the use of cascaded EO LiNbO3 intensity modulators
(IM) [10]. In this method, light is split into two arms and the phase of the light through one of arms is
modulated via a radio frequency (RF) electrical signal. The RF signal induces a refractive index change
of the waveguide material, hence changing the phase of the light. The recombination of the two carrier
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signals with a controllable phase difference causes modulation of the carrier lights intensity. A DC
bias is also present through each arm so that a constant phase shift can be applied. The voltage of
the RF signal used to modulate the light will determine the modulation depth and the voltage of the
DC bias will determine a constant phase shift. To generate an OFC, the light is modulated using a
sinusoidal electrical signal. This generates sidebands in the frequency response of the modulated light,
and the position of these sidebands, relative to the initial frequency of the carrier light, has a direct
relation to the frequency of the electrical signal. The amplitude of the sidebands is determined by
the modulation depth and phase shift. By fine control of these parameters, an intensity modulator
can generate multiple comb lines in the frequency response of the modulated light [11]. A second IM
leads from the output of the first IM, where the voltage of the RF and DC bias are kept the same but
the modulation frequency is a fifth of the first IM. This generates a large number of homogeneous
comb lines centered around the initial frequency of the input light. This technique provides a simple
solution to generating a multiple wavelength source, however this method cannot be implemented
with chip-scale components due to the need for relatively large waveguides to achieve deep enough
modulation. In the work presented here, the operating principle outlined above is adapted and built
upon for the implementation in PhC waveguides and cavities.
The standard modulation process of LiNbO3 modulator is fundamentally very different to the
process undergone in photonic crystal cavity modulators. Here, a mismatch between the cavity
resonance and the propagating wave will either cause transmission or reflection, depending on the
implemented scheme. In this paper, two intensity modulation schemes are analyzed; direct and side
coupling, as shown in Figure 1. In the direct coupling scheme, the transmitted power is proportional
to the energy inside the cavity, this will decrease the achievable contrast ratio. This scheme will also
lead to the transmitted power having a similar pulse shape to the control light. However, in the side
coupled scheme, interference between the decaying wave from the cavity and the propagating wave in
the waveguide mean a higher contrast ratio and variable pulse shape. In both schemes, an increase in
the optical excitation power leads to a larger cavity resonance shift, this has a large effect on the pulse
shape of the carrier wave and the sidebands produced from the modulation process. By arranging
two or more PhC IMs in either a series or parallel formation, it is possible to increase the number
of generated sidebands and hence observe an OFC. In this paper, detailed analysis of the different
modulation schemes will be undertaken. This analysis will confirm that an OFC can be produced from
a PhC device, thus broadening the application of PhC devices into the mature and prosperous research
field of OFC generation.
Figure 1. The two all-optical intensity modulator schemes studied in this paper. a(t) is the cavity field
amplitude, u is the coupling factor, and sin (t) and sout (t) represent the amplitude of the propagating
wave in the input and output waveguide, respectively.
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2. Materials and Methods
The scheme proposed here is based on photonic crystal waveguides and cavities to construct
all-optical intensity modulators, as shown in Figure 1. This method of all-optical modulation has
been studied in great detail by different research groups [12–15], which has led to a rich and common
understanding of the fundamental principles behind PhC switches. PhC cavities have a very high
quality factor (Q) while maintaining a low mode volume (V). This means that nonlinearity within the
cavity can be greatly enhanced, given that the field intensity scales with Q/V. A shift in the cavity
resonant wavelength, due to a refractive index change, is therefore possible with a relatively low-power
pump light. Intensity modulation of a carrier light is therefore possible when a pump light is used
to change the transmission wavelength. The device itself is made up of holes in triangular lattice
formation fabricated in an InP membrane with embedded InAs quantum dots (QDs), with broad band
emission around 1550 nm. The waveguides are made up of a line of missing holes and the cavity
consists of a three hole defect, known as an L3 cavity, as shown in Figure 2. To ensure the cavity
has a resonant frequency around 1550 nm the filling factor and lattice constant have been carefully
calculated. The lattice constant is calculated to be 480 nm and the filling factor at 0.29. The thickness
of the membrane will be 220 nm. The parameters given were calculated in COMSOL by finding the
eigenfrequency via the finite element method (FEM). A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image
of an L3 cavity along with the FEM simulation results for an L3 cavity with a fundamental mode at
1550 nm is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2. (a) An scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a photonic crystal membrane with an L3
cavity in the center. (b) Finite element method (FEM) calculation of the fundamental mode at 1550 nm.
Coupled mode theory (CMT), a standard PhC analysis tool, is used in this paper to simulate the
device described above. The equations employed in this paper are based on an extension of CMT
models that have been presented previously [13,16,17]. In the simulated device, it is assumed that an
active region is present in the form of InAs QDs. This will lead to a dominating third order nonlinearity
process based on the saturable absorption (SA) of QDs. Therefore, the refractive index change will be
dominated by the Kramers–Kronig relation to the absorption coefficient. This has a direct relation to
the field amplitude within the photonic crystal cavity and hence will be the main dynamic variable
used throughout. A pump and carrier light are injected into the input waveguide, denoted by s p,cin
in Figure 1. The dynamical equations for the cavity modes is written as:
dap,c
dt
= (−i(ω0 + ∆ωp(t)−ωp,c)− γtotal)ap,c(t) +
√
2γcs
p,c
in (t) (1)
Here, ap,c is the amplitude of the cavity mode which is excited by the pump and carrier light,
respectively and the energy inside the cavity is represented by |ap,c(t)|2. The field of the cavity is
represented by A p,cin (t) = a p,cin (t) exp(-iωp,ct) and the input light through the waveguide is given by
S p,cin (t) = s p,cin (t) exp(-iωp,ct), the power of the light is represented by |s p,cin (t)|2. It is assumed that ap is
far higher than ac, such that only ap will have an effect on the cavity resonance shift. ωp,c is the angular
frequency of the input pulses, for either the pump or carrier light. In order for the cavity resonance to
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change, the amplitude of the pump light must increase. The change is then dependent on the energy
in the cavity due to the pump light and a third order non-linearity, denoted as the Kerr constant. This
is given below:
∆ωp(t) = Kkerr|a(t)|2 (2)
Kkerr represents a simplified value for the nonlinear dynamics in the system [12,17], given by:
Kkerr =
ω0cn2
ne f fVkerr
(3)
n2 is the enhanced Kerr coefficient, due to the SA of QDs in the membrane structure and the average
rate of SA within the cavity is calculated and given by Vkerr. These values are greatly enhanced by the
PhC cavity due to the small mode volume and high Q attainable in PhC structures. neff is the effective
refractive index, this due to the membrane thickness, material properties and resonant wavelength
of the cavity. The total loss rate in the cavity is split into two parts; the intrinsic loss, γint, and the
coupling loss, γc. The intrinsic loss due to coupling into non-relevant modes, predominantly by vertical
emission, is dependent on the Q factor of the cavity, such that γint = ω0/2Q. The coupling loss is due to
the coupling coefficient between the cavity and the waveguide. The light in the L3 cavity will reflect
off each side of the cavity in the longitudinal direction which leads to light coupling to the waveguide
at each end, hence 2γc.
In order to induce a change in the transmission through the device, a change in the refractive
index is needed. The amount that the refractive index must shift by is dependent on the linewidth of
the cavity mode. In the device simulated here, a resonance shift of 1 nm will cause the carrier light to
either reflect or transmit through the device. To obtain a shift of 1 nm, it is calculated that a refractive
index shift of 0.005 is needed. The relationship between refractive index change and cavity resonance
change is defined as ∆ωω = −∆nn . Therefore, the profile of the refractive index change is in relation
to the profile of the pump light, as given in Equation (1) and shown by the dashed line in Figure 3.
Achieving a refractive index change of 0.005 using QD saturable absorption as the refractive index
non-linearity is common among nanophotonics research community [18,19].
Figure 3. The power of the carrier wave at the output of the device is given by the solid lines.
The refractive index change inside the cavity is given by the dotted line.
Using the parameters stated in Table 1, Equations (1)–(7) are solved numerically. This is done using
standard routines available for solving differential equations via a self-written computing program.
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Table 1. Physical parameters used in coupled mode theory (CMT) calculations.
Parameter Symbol Value Source
Coupling loss γc 1 × 1011 Estimated
Cavity quality factor Q 10,000 FEM calculation
Effective refractive index neff 3.1 [13]
Intrinsic loss γint 1.1 × 1011 Calculated
Kerr coefficient n2 1.5 × 10−14 m2/W [20]
Kerr mode volume VKerr 0.21 µm3 Calculated [16]
Resonant wavelength ω0 1.550 µm Calculated
3. Results and Discussion
As discussed earlier, two common cavity-waveguide all-optical modulator configurations have
been considered in this paper: side and direct cavity coupling; these are schematically represented
in Figure 1. Given that the waveguide is unbroken in the side coupling scheme, the output will be
dependent on both the cavity energy and the energy in the waveguide, giving rise to Equation (4) and
the green line in Figure 3.
scout(t) = u
ac(t)
2
+ scin(t) (4)
The coupling factor, u, is defined as u =
√
2γc [21]. In the direct coupling scheme the output will
only rely on the energy in the cavity due to the carrier pump, such that:
scout(t) = u
ac(t)
2
(5)
The output of this is shown by the solid purple line in Figure 3. The control light has a sinusoidal
wave form with a repetition frequency in the GHz range, as shown in Figure 3. This leads to different
output dynamics for the carrier light, depending on which scheme is used. In this paper, the PhC-based
IMs are cascaded in both series and parallel in order to generate an OFC, as shown in Figure 4.
When two IMs are in parallel with each other, it is assumed that the carrier light is split evenly into
each arm. Each arm is then coupled to a cavity via the side coupling scheme, as shown in Figure 4 and
when they recombine, the output is given by:
scout(t) = u
ac1(t)
2
+ sc1in(t)− (u
ac2(t)
2
+ sc2in(t)) (6)
where sc1,c2in (t) represents the input to the bottom or top cavity and ac1,c2in (t) represents the amplitude
of the carrier signal in the bottom or top cavity. When two IMs are put in parallel with each other,
as shown in Figure 4a, and the phase of the modulating wave in each arm can be controlled, it displays
properties similar to that of a conventional IM. The PhC design, outlined in Figure 4a, consists of a
waveguide leading into a Y junction symmetric splitter [22,23], where the pump and carrier light split
evenly into each arm. An L3 cavity is coupled to each arm of the device to induce intensity modulation
of the split carrier light. The two intensity modulated carrier lights then recombine via a Y junction to
produce a dual modulated carrier signal. This technique of waveguide splitting and recombining in
PhC waveguides is common when implementing PhC-based Mach–Zehnder interferometers [24,25].
Using this process, the shape of the carrier light will be determined by a number of parameters unique
to this type of modulation, these include the phase shift of the pump light in each arm, the coupling
efficiency of the light into the cavity and the Q factor of the cavity.
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Figure 4. Schematics for the proposed photonic crystal (PhC) all-optical optical frequency combs
(OFC) generators. (a) Two side coupled cavity modulators in parallel. (b) Two direct coupled cavity
modulators in series.
This method of modulation can generate 3 comb lines with a maximum intensity difference
of 1 dB on each side of the central carrier frequency, hence 7 comb lines all together as shown
in Figure 5b. Additional comb lines exist at much weaker intensities further away from the initial
carrier frequency. The number of generated intensity spikes in the frequency domain is limited by
the attainable modulation profile of the carrier light in the time domain. As can be seen, the carrier
wavelength has a much stronger intensity than the sidebands produced. Nevertheless, the homogeneity
in intensity between the sidebands remains very uniform. The homogeneity of these sidebands is
dependent on the parameters stated above and can therefore be optimized to generate a comb, as shown
in Figure 5b. During experimental implementation of the proposed scheme, there will be disparity
between the optimised parameters given here and the fabricated device. Although this will have
an effect on the OFC quality, it is expected that a 7 line OFC can be observed for a broad range of
parameter values. Figure 5a shows that for Q factors between 10,000 and 25,000 the side band intensity
fluctuates to a maximum of 1.5 dB. This shows that a wide range of Q factor values will still achieve
a 7 line OFC. The extinction ratio of the carrier signal is dominated by the coupling factor between
the cavity and the waveguide. This will have an effect on the intensity of the generated comb lines
relative to the intensity of the central carrier frequency. However, 3 sidebands on either side of the
initial carrier frequency can still be generated for a broad range of coupling factors.
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Figure 5. (a) Homogeneity between the sidebands against the cavity Q factor. (b) The generated OFC.
Figure 5a shows the effect the Q factor has on the uniformity with an optimum Q factor of 13,000.
This is due to the shape of the carrier light through each arm when it recombines to generate the
intensity modulated signal. Cavity Q factors in PhC L3 cavities can be greatly enhanced by altering
the position of the holes surrounding the L3 cavity [26]. It is therefore possible to design the L3
cavity with the desired Q factor via fine tuning of the hole positions. The 7 comb lines observed
have with a maximum fluctuation in intensity of less than 1 dB if the carrier frequency is not taken
into consideration. In previous work, the intensity of the initial carrier frequency has also posed
a problem in modulation-based combs [27] and micro-cavity-based combs, due to the high energy
needed to induce nonlinearity within the micro-cavity [28]. A method to overcome this is to include
a cavity-based notch filter. To obtain the required suppression of the carrier signal the coupling
coefficient, size and loss coefficient of the cavity can be determined via calculation. The filter will
induce an overall loss to the carrier wave signal of around 5 dB, but the flatness of the 7-line OFC will
be greatly enhanced.
When two IMs are in series with each other, as shown in Figure 4b, the output from the first IM
will be the input for the second. The equation for the energy inside the second cavity is given by:
dac2
dt
= (−i(ω0 + ∆ωp2(t)−ωc)− γtotal)ac2(t) +
√
2γcac1(t) (7)
The output of the second cavity is equivalent to the output of the single cavity device, as given in
Equation (5). In the parallel scheme outlined above, side coupled cavities were used to generate an
OFC because a broad pulse was able to be produced from a sinusoidal control light. The high extinction
ratio and pulse shape gained from this scheme meant a short, high intensity pulse could be produced
and generate an OFC. However, in order to produce an OFC from two IMs in parallel, the sinusoidal
pulse shape at the output of the IM is more desirable. Sidebands are produced in the frequency
domain from the initial carrier light by a single IM with a sinusoidal pump light profile [29]. This is
shown in Figure 6a where a sideband either side of the initial carrier frequency has been generated.
The sideband intensity is within 5 dB of the carrier intensity and their FSR is in direct relation to the
modulation frequency. The sidebands produced from the first IM then act as carrier waves leading
into the second IM. The second IM has a modulation frequency one third that of the first, meaning that
the generated sidebands will have an FSR one third that of the original FSR. Two extra comb lines are
generated on each side of the carrier frequency; they are the sum of the generated sidebands from both
the initial carrier frequency and the initial sidebands generated from a single IM.
This scheme then generates multiple sidebands that are of equal distance from each other in the
frequency domain and of similar intensity. In this scheme, 7 comb lines have been generated, Figure 6b
shows the generated OFC, while Figure 6a shows sideband generation from a single IM, in which
the FSR is directly related to the repetition rate of the modulating signal. In this case, this is within
the microwave range, at around 10 GHz. A microwave signal is then generated from the beat note
between the carrier and the sideband, this is a common tool in microwave photonics [30].
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Figure 6. (a) The frequency response of the carrier wave after a single direct coupled intensity
modulators (IM). (b) The generated OFC from two all-optical PhC direct coupled modulators in series.
4. Conclusions
To conclude, a new and novel approach to OFC generation using PhC structures is proposed.
By integrating multiple PhC cavities, it is possible to observe OFC generation on the nanoscale.
A model based on CMT is built upon to simulate the modulation of a carrier light through a PhC
modulator using a pump light with a repetition rate in the RF range. By cascading multiple cavities
in either series or parallel, sidebands in the frequency response of the carrier wave can be observed.
By careful manipulation of the device parameters, these sidebands can be optimised to give a flat
spectrum across 7 comb lines. Using the parallel-based scheme, the Q factor of both cavities can be
specified to give a flat comb over the generated sidebands. However, the initial carried frequency will
have a far greater intensity, which could limit the OFC operation. To overcome this, it is possible to use
a specifically designed notch filter. Using a scheme with two cavities in series, it is possible to generate
a flatter comb across all lines without the need for a notch filter. In this scheme, two separate RF lines
are needed to drive each cavity separately, which will cause complexity within the system.
PhC devices are a mature enough research field that fabrication techniques are commonplace
to many institutes; therefore, implementation of this technique experimentally is very promising.
PhC devices based on cavities and waveguides are a well-established and rich research field which
have the potential to enable on chip photonic networks. To this end, the device proposed here will
contribute towards both the field of PhCs as well as expanding OFC generation techniques into a
new domain.
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